CHAMPION
CH Alada’s My Hearts Desire (B)
By GCH CH Rosy Wings Noble Niclas x CH Rosy Wings
Lady Of Pistol
Breeder/Owner: Althea Connetti

CH Brevette Two Candies In One (B)
By GCHS CH Brevette Kiss On The Chic x CH Brevette
Can’t Scare Me
Breeder: Anne Voth & JoAnne Ybaben & Steve Spear
Owner: Nancy M Verhoog & JoAnne Ybaben & Debbie Tedrow

CH Cedar Creek StarSign Heza Fiery Little Spright
TKA (D)
By GCHG CH Brevette Kid Incredible x GCH CH
StarSign’s Wild And Wonderful CDX BN RE FDC NA
NAJ CA BCAT RATN
Breeder: Barbara Grubb & Patty Gemmill
Owner: Barbara Grubb & Lauren Tapyrik

CH Clearlake Wills (D)
By GCH CH Clearlake On The Road Again x CH Riff
Raff’s Razzle Dazzle
Breeder/Owner: Elyse Vandermolen & Sharon Newcomb

CH Copella Malicious Mischief (D)
By CH Involo Come On Over x GCH CH Noir Mist
Copella Party Of One
Breeder/Owner: Paula Cox

CH Coquina’s Carson City (D)
By GCHB CH Coquina’s Yippee Ki Yay x GCHB CH
Coquina’s Victorian Lady Of Hallmark
Breeder/Owner: Miss Arlene A Czech & Mary Jo Korpi

CH Denzel Clear Sailing (B)
By CH Denzel Center Stage x Denzel Come Sail Away
Breeder/Owner: Tracy Burdick

CH Denzel Virtual Presence (B)
By GCH CH Denzel Success Comes Naturally x CH
Denzel Royal Presence
Breeder/Owner: Tracy Burdick

CH Et’s East Of Eden (B)
By CH 4 Paws The Amazing Houdini x CH Et’s Dk
Brulee
Breeder/Owner: Tammy Fortney & Elton Fortney

CH Et’s Simon Tam RA CGC (D)
By CH Et’s Peter Pumpkin Eater x CH Kenmar li Et’s
Wrestling Diva
Breeder: Tammy Fortney & Elton Fortney
Owner: Megan Green & Tammy Fortney

CH Heise’s Don’t Miss Da Boat (D)
By Deanna’s Champagne Super Nova x CH Sherjak’s
Creme Brulee
Breeder/Owner: Lydia A Heise

CH Involo For Sentimental Reasons (B)
By CH Involo Come On Over x CH Involo Let’s Get It
Started
Breeder: Paula Cox & Michael Garofalo & Gia
Garofalo & Donna Garofalo
Owner: Donna Garofalo & Michael Garofalo & Gia
Garofalo

CH Koh Tang’s Bronze Star Medal With “V” For Valor (B)
By GCH CH Zelicaon American Pharoah x Koh Tang’s
Strategy Won By Trick Of Fate - Trixie
Breeder/Owner: Daniel J Hoffman

CH Lawood Tucson Kid (D)
By CH Braylors Moon Dust x GCH CH Lawood Misty
Christmas Memories
Breeder: Allen Cox & Laura Cox
Owner: Allen Cox & Laura Cox & Alexis Beach

CH Parasol Bedazzled By The Jewel Box (B)
By CH Diamondsun Dbl Justice Parasol x GCHS CH
Diamondsun’s Xena
Breeder: Dorothy Anderson
Owner: Dorothy Anderson & Judy Thompson

CH Pinkribbon’s Behave Yourself (B)
By CH Castel’s Montague x Bluechip Sweet Little Kiss
Breeder: Olga Gagne & Nadine J Livingston
Owner: Michael Defontes

CH Rocyn’s Over The Moon (D)
By GCH CH Rocyn’s Faster And Hotter x Namaste
You’re Not The Boss Of Me
Breeder: Cynthia Springer & Lorelei Bayless
Owner: Cynthia L Springer
CH St.Blaise Micdic You Make Me Smile (D)
By GCHP CH Titian's Risky Business x GCH CH St. Blaise Sweet Leilani
Breeder: Jill Riley & Michelle Navarre & Richard Navarre
Owner: Richard Navarre & Michelle Navarre

CH Staryme Draco All Shook Up (D)
By Jinka's El Diablo x Startyme's That's Just The Way It Is
Breeder/Owner: Jane Satterwhite

CH Steneko Blustery Day (B)
By GCH CH La Ren Aurora Mission Statement x CH Steneko's Butterfly Kisses
Breeder: Stephanie Koeniger & Neil Koeniger
Owner: Charlene Brown & Stephanie Koeniger & Neil R Koeniger

CH Whitestar’s Chevalier D’Zen (D)
By GCH CH Whitestar’s Diamonds R Cool x GCH CH Whitestar’s Zenyatta
Breeder/Owner: Arvilla White & Diane Ashburn

GCH CH Andali La Ren Love Story At Elidas (B)
By CH Andali’s Whole Lotta Love x CH La Ren Charming Fascination
Breeder: Andrea Meloon & Janis L McLaren & Shellie Juden & Cheryl Maass
Owner: Shellie Juden & Cheryl Maass & Andrea Meloon

GCH CH Blazen Worth The Wait (B)
By CH Involo Off The Wall x CH Forevr She's The Real Chic At Blazen
Breeder/Owner: Sally Hill

GCH CH Clearlake Davinity (B)
By GCHG CH Lafford Fly Me Too Farleysbane x CH Clearlake Serna-Stedt Shades Of Blue
Breeder/Owner: Elyse Vandermolen & Sharon Newcomb

GCH CH Do It My Heart Has Wings (B)
By GCHS CH Domino's High Priority x GCH CH Belcanto Do It From The Heart
Breeder/Owner: Charlene D Byrum

GCH CH Elf Kinder Garten Jp Liberte (B)
By Elf Kinder Garten Jp Jackpot x Elf Kinder Garten Jp's Super Idol
Breeder: Atsushi Nakajima
Owner: Min Eun Jeon

GCH CH Makalea’s Butterfly Kisses (B)
By CH Okekai Free And Easy x GCH CH Makalea's Born To Win
Breeder: Mary Ann Hillyard & Cynthia Pera & William Hillyard
Owner: Mary Ann Hillyard & William Hillyard

GCH CH Marrics Smoking Gun (D)
By CH Namaste Zelicaon Trigger Happy x Marrics Presidential Dream
Breeder: Marcy Wyrens
Owner: Dellayne Helmstetter

GCH CH Nightfire’s Quick Tip (B)
By Gatchaman Of Royale Blanche x Miss Butterfly's Gloria Estefan
Breeder: Yvonne Weber
Owner: Maridette Schlo

GCH CH Rocyn’s Uptown Girl (B)
By GCH CH Rocyn’s Faster And Hotter x Namaste You’re Not The Boss Of Me
Breeder: Cynthia Springer & Lorelei Bayless
Owner: Cynthia L Springer

GCH CH Sherjak’s Apparition (D)
By Sherjak’s Over The Moon x Sherjak’s All Eyes On Lindy
Breeder: Sherrie Puzak & James E Puzak
Owner: Mr. Robert Jabour & Mrs. Theresa Jabour

GCHS CH Skyview’s Dakotah Reign Of Desire (D)
By CH Marrics Celebrity x Dakotah's Majical My Heart Will Go On
Breeder: Joan Carter
Owner: Darcy Ahlers & Joan Kathryn Carter

GCHS CH Wingssong Winning Colors (D)
By CH Wingssong Alydar x CH Wingssong Wild At Heart
Breeder/Owner: Pat Jones & Chris Jones
GRAND CHAMPION GOLD
GCHG CH Namaste Ice And Fire At Summit (D)
By GCH CH Marron’s Tommy Hilfiger x CH Zelicaon Jo-Jo
Breeder: Lorelei L Bayless & Christine M Smith & Mr. Forrest G Johnson & Daniel Bayless
Owner: Susan Vernon & Lorelei Bayless

COMPANION DOG
Mickthea Beulah Shavano CD RN (B)
By CH Mickthea Quark De Chaos RN x Mickthea Lunesta
Breeder: Dorthea Robinson D.V.M.
Owner: Judy Jackson

UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT 2
CH OTCH Topflite Smart Money UDX2 PUTD OM3
By GCHB CH Siljans Disney Jr x CH Topflite Money In Motion
Breeder: Sandra L Schumacher
Owner: Laurel Laurent

UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT 6
GCH CH Denzel The Devil Made Me Do It UDX6
OM8 (D)
By CH Denzel Hail To The Chief x CH Denzel Devil-May-Care CGCA
Breeder: Tracy Burdick
Owner: Eugene I Morris & Ann C Arnold

OBEDIENCE MASTER 8
GCH CH Denzel The Devil Made Me Do It UDX6
OM8 (D)
By CH Denzel Hail To The Chief x CH Denzel Devil-May-Care CGCA
Breeder: Tracy Burdick
Owner: Eugene I Morris & Ann C Arnold

BEGINNER NOVICE
CH Cedar Creek Starsign Heza Fiery Little Spright BN TKA (D)
By GCHG CH Brevette Kid Incredible x GCH CH Starsign’s Wild And Wonderful CDX BN RE FDC NA NAJ CA BCAT RATN
Breeder: Barbara Grubb & Patty Gemmill
Owner: Barbara Grubb & Lauren Tapyrik

Marrics Greek Millionaire Ph BN RN CGC TKA (D)
By Serenglade Calico Jack x Marrics Greek Fire V Sylfae Ph
Breeder: Marcy Wyrens
Owner: Jackie Krieger

Nightfire’s Fight To Win BN RE BCAT DN CGC TKA (D)
By Best Bendzamin Night Dream x Nightfire’s One For Winning
Breeder: Yvonne Weber
Owner: Maria Oehler

CH Sandig’s On The Rebound BN TKN (D)
By GCH CH Domino’s On The Money x GCH CH Domino’s Royal Fanfair CD PCDX RE AX AXJ TKN
Breeder: Deborah P Lowe & Laura Temperato
Owner: Mrs. Deborah P. Lowe

PREFERRED UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT 2
GCH CH OTCH MACH2 Topflite Ricochet VCD2 UDX2 PUDX2 OM4 BN GN VER RE FDC MXB MJS MXF TQX T2B SC (D)
By CH Topflite Lyndor Fast Money OA OAJ x Topflite High Crime
Breeder: Sandra L Schumacher
Owner: Gerianne F Darnell & Sandra L Schumacher

RALLY NOVICE
Marrics Greek Millionaire Ph RN CGC TKA (D)
By Serenglade Calico Jack x Marrics Greek Fire V Sylfae Ph
Breeder: Marcy Wyrens
Owner: Jackie Krieger

Parasol Elite Indiana Jones RN CGCA (D)
By CH Diamondsun Dbl Justice Parasol x Diamonsun’s Quill Of Enya
Breeder: Dorothy Anderson
Owner: George Jenkins & Marvel Jenkins

Sonata’s Most Valuable Papi RN AX AXJ CGCA TKN (D)
By MACH2 Victoria Park Jp Santa Claus MXG MJS x Hundebuden’s Quna My Obsession
Breeder: Mary Scesny
Owner: Cathy Miller & Helen Guiheen
Sonata's Perfect Ninth RN AX OAJ CGCA TKN (D)
By MACH2 Victoria Park Jp Santa Claus MXG MJS x Hundebuden's Quna My Obsession
Breeder: Mary Scesny
Owner: Cathy Miller & Helen Guiheen

RALLY EXCELLENT
Disyre Frankly I Can Fly CD BN RE CGC TKA (D)
By GCH CH Toon Town Perfectly Frank x CH Disyre Step It Up
Breeder: Diana Sayre
Owner: Dee Bogush

Lawood Keeping The Magic Alive RE CGC (B)
By GCH CH Lawood Kickin' Against All Odds x CH Marrics Brooklyn Magic
Breeder: Allen Cox & Laura Cox
Owner: Rachel Lawrence

RALLY ADVANCED EXCELLENT
Toile Louis The Protector CD BN RAE AXP AJP THD CGC TKN (D)
By Charming Eddie x Jaco Target Toot
Breeder: Denise Chesmore & Harvey Chesmore
Owner: Cheryl Mann & Robert Morris

RALLY ADVANCED EXCELLENT 2
Ezee's Extra Edition CD BN RM RAE2 CGC TKA (D)
By CH Elizares' Kelii Ilio CD RE x CH Ezee's Ah Ha Made You Look!
Breeder: Elaine S Zech
Owner: Doreen Pezzella

RALLY MASTER
Ezee's Extra Edition CD BN RM RAE CGC TKA (D)
By CH Elizares' Kelii Ilio CD RE x CH Ezee's Ah Ha Made You Look!
Breeder: Elaine S Zech
Owner: Doreen Pezzella

Micdic's Singular Sensation CDX RM RAE MX MXJ MJS OF T2B (B)
By CH Okekai Rocket In My Pocket x CH Tambora's Nick Of Time
Breeder: Karen Primrose & Michelle Navarre & Karen Baird
Owner: Nikk Berthold Illias & Bobbie Morgan

Sunshine Butterfly Ornamenta CD PCD BN RM RAE CGCA TKI (B)
By Spinillons Zak For El Ramsui x Sunshine Butterfly Desdemona
Breeder: Petra Schittenhelm
Owner: Arlette Davison & Michael Davison

FARM DOG CERTIFIED
Banneret's Cote Armure CD BN RAE FDC RATO CGCA TKN (D)
By CH Banneret's Bib N' Tucker x Banneret's Belle-Masque
Breeder: Kathryn M Lawson
Owner: Carol Malec

Coquina's Prince Valiant Of Hallmark PCD BN RA FDC RATO CGCA TKN (D)
By GCH CH Hallmark's King Alekszandr The Great x GCH CH Coquina's Lady Jayda RN CGC
Breeder: Miss Arlene A Czech & Mary Jo Korpi
Owner: Carol Malec & Miss Arlene A Czech & Mary Jo Korpi

NOVICE AGILITY
Bonniejean Alliance With Starfleet NA NAJ TKN (B)
By GCH CH Starfleet Special Prosecutor x CH Starfleet Mercedes In Black For Bonniejean
Breeder: Bonnie J Kost & Kathy Taylor
Owner: Judy Edinger & Bonnie J Kost

Disyre Stepping Up The Game NA NAJ (D)
By CH Disyre Toon Town Mystical Memory x CH Disyre Step It Up
Breeder/Owner: Diana Sayre

Galaxy's Secret Agent NA NAJ (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Dianne Jamison

CH Maysong Valkyrie NA OAJ (B)
By Maysong Pippin x Maysong Coronation Anthem Iris MX AXJ
Breeder/Owner: Judy P May

CH Starfleet The Q Continuum BN RA NA OAJ (D)
By GCHS CH Micfriends Willing And Able x Starfleet Resistance Is Futile
Breeder: Kathy Taylor & Danika Franklin
Owner: Donna Faulkner
Starstruck Written In The Stars NA NAJ (B)
By CH MACH4 Starstruck Moonshadow Chinak MXC MJB2 NF x CH MACH3 Starstruck Everybody Knows My Name MXG MJG
Breeder: Andrea Samuels
Owner: Maureen Burke & Andrea Samuels

Topflite High Stakes Roulette NA NAJ (D)
By CH Topflite Merit Tee Time x Narnia At Last You’ve Come Along NA NAJ
Breeder: Joanie Carl & Sandra L Schumacher & Lorraine E Jensen
Owner: Diane Eggleston

OPEN AGILITY
Aerilee’s Kitto Katsu OA OAJ NF (B)
By CH Livewire-Ets Lewd’N Lascivious NAJ x Aerilee’s Sparkling Treasure MX MXJ
Breeder: Mrs. Julie Kay Currier
Owner: Mrs. Lindsey Rae Barrows & Mrs. Julie Kay Currier

Copella American Treasure OA NAJ NF (D)
By GCH CH Copella Creating Chaos x CH Copella Forbidden Treasure
Breeder: Paula Cox
Owner: Debra Barnes

CH Denzel Look Before You Leap OA NAJ (D)
By GCH CH Denzel The Devil’s Advocate x GCH CH Denzel Look At Me Now
Breeder: Tracy Burdick
Owner: Barbara S Bray & Tracy Burdick & Larry M Bray

Jad’S-Spice Thyme For A Wild Ride OA OAJ NF CGCA TKN (D)
By MACH Spice’s Jet Around Thyme CD BN RE MXS MJG AXP AJP T2B CGCA CGCU x Jad’s Pretty Miss Molly
Breeder: Jo-Anne Dorman
Owner: Linda Walters

Jad’s - Spice Double Thyme OA NAJ OF CGCA (D)
By MACH Spice’s Jet Around Thyme CD BN RE MXS MJG AXP AJP T2B CGCA CGCU x Jad’s Pretty Miss Molly
Breeder: Jo-Anne Dorman
Owner: Ms. Linda Mills

Pasun’s See U At The Finish Line OA NAJ (D)
By CH Domino’s Moonlight Escapade RN NA AXJ x A Nights Holy Tara’ At Pasuns
Breeder: Donna Bradley
Owner: Jesse Westover

Patuxent’s Queen Of Crime At Skytop OA AXJ (B)
By Patuxent’s Looking For Justice x GCH CH Windlake Karousel Spirit Of Alfa At Patuxent
Breeder: Letty McNulty & Jacquelyn Cantwell & Frank Gilmer
Owner: Hillary Groff

AGILITY EXCELLENT
Lily AX AXJ (B)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Claudia Scott

CH Patuxent’s Gold Mine Of Dogwood AX OAJ NF (D)
By CH MACH Fairytale Gold Dust MXS MJG XF T2B x Patuxent’s Save The Last Dance
Breeder: Letty McNulty
Owner: Therese P Fleming

Runway’S-N-Azurestar’s Ever In Your Favor AX OAJ TKI (D)
By GCH CH Draco Runway Triple Threat At Adaugoe x GCH CH Ew’s Prima Donna
Breeder: Julia Motega & Alexa Motega
Owner: Jennifer Panattoni

Top Dogs Remy Martin (Calvillo) AX AXJ (D)
By Baileys On Rum (Calderon) x Salatino Femm Fatale
Breeder: Ricardo Calvillo Tovar
Owner: Barbara Andrea de la Parra & Loretta Vojtech

AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED
Dollar Bar’s Taxi Meter Running AXP AJP XFP CGC TKN (D)
By GCH CH Tallis Pepper & Spice CD BN RN x Starfleet Violet Nebula
Breeder: Deborah Schenck
Owner: Nancye Scalamandre & Jack Bandel
MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
CH Lacewings Simbas Gift To Rocyn MX AXJ (B)
By GCH CH MACH Nameste Little Lion Man RA MXB MJB x Zelicaon Delilah Dreamer MX MXJ
Breeder: Lori Lipkin
Owner: Cynthia Springer & Lori Lipkin

Rocyns Qiper Southerland MX MXJ MJB NF (D)
By CH Shoshana Coat Of Many Colors x CH Rocyn's Southern Belle
Breeder: Cynthia Springer
Owner: Dana Elmore

Wildfire Under My Spell BN MX MXJ MJB NF (B)
By GCHG CH Wildfire Uncensored x CH Wildfire The Sorceress
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Pam Bates

MASTER BRONZE AGILITY
Braylor's Kimimela MX MXB MXJ MJB OF T2B CGC (B)
By Draco Startyme Twilight Eclipse Of Braylor'S x Braylor's Purple Haze
Breeder: Brandi Renee Bray
Owner: Maggie Pyle

Chiodo's Mistletoe Wander No More MX MXB MXJ CA (B)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Kristy Loman Chiodo

CH Starstruck Oh My Word! MX MXB MXJ MJB OF (B)
By PNAC CH MACH13 PACH StarStruck Chase The Moon RA MXB4 MJPB MXP3 MXP MXB4 MJPB4 PAX MXF TQX T2B x GCH CH MACH2 Starstruck Remember My Name MXS MXJ
Breeder/Owner: Andrea Samuels

Tigger Donahue MX MXB MXJ MJB OF TKN (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Karen Donahue

MASTER SILVER AGILITY
MACH Forevr Knight MXS MJB (D)
By CH Forevr Rock Hudson x CH Forevr Burning Memories
Breeder: Danny R Ford II & Ruth Ann Ford
Owner: Cheryl D Cole

MACH Mad Dash High Rpm BN RN MXS MJS MXF T2B2 RATO (D)
By MACH Mad Dash Whip It Good MXS MJC x Maysong Mad Dash To Win NAJ
Breeder: Ms. Kimberly Ann Sisak
Owner: Shelley Karber

MASTER GOLD AGILITY
MACH2 Harmony's Critical Mass CDX RE MXG MJG XF T2B RATN (D)
By Serenglade Dynamic Harmony x Harmony's Rhythm Of The Rain
Breeder: Karen M Turner
Owner: Lisa M Frankland

CH MACH2 Sleepy Creek Lightning Strikes Twice UD BN RA MXG MJB2 XF T2B (D)
By GCH CH Ashlor's Smooth Sailing UD RE AX AXJ x CH Sleepy Creeks Chill N Goodtime RN
Breeder: Candy Janke & Hannah Janke
Owner: Paula Eyotalis

MASTER GOLD AGILITY 2
MACH6 Tollegend Winning Streak CDX RA MXG2 MJB3 OF T2B2 (D)
By Tollegend Right On Target x Newtopaz Stitches At Tollegend
Breeder: Shannen Jorgensen
Owner: Kathy Hightshoe

MASTER CENTURY AGILITY 5
MACH21 Cilloette Jumpin' Zak Flash MXC5 MJB6 OF T2B (D)
By CH Cilloette Tell Me A Secret x Cilloette Hpnolitq
Breeder: Roseann Fucillo
Owner: Kathleen Kreider & Larry Kreider

PREMIER AGILITY DOG
MACH11 Primavera's Sweet Baby James MXS4 PAD MJG5 MXF T2B4 (D)
By CH Asia Primavera Rapier Wit x Primaveras Ithl
Breeder: Maxine J Gurin & Richard L Bauer
Owner: Eileen Ewins
MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED
Jareaux Sundance Kid At La Ren AX MXJ MXP MJP2 (D)
By GCHS CH Zelicaon Butch Cassidy At Draco x CH La Ren Cha Cha With Myfriend
Breeder: Janis L McLaren & Tammie Sommerson-Wilcox
Owner: Dixie Rae Sick & Janis L McLaren & Tammie Sommerson-Wilcox

MACH3 Tiny T Miss Wild Child MXG MJC MXP CGC (B)
By Happy Harlekin Vom Cavalierchen x Gypsy Doll T
Breeder: Sally A Howard & Jerry Howard
Owner: Lisa Braun

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 2
MACH5 New Horizon King Of Cool MXB2 MJS2 MXP2 MJP2 MXPB XF (D)
By Candella Hotlanta Harry x CH New Horizon Dance Crazy
Breeder: Robert Pili & Renee Pili
Owner: Arlene Collins & Renee Pili

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 3
D’Artagnan IV OA OAJ MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB OF (D)
By Buck Spot x Sugar Bunny
Breeder: Judy E Dietrich-Dillow & Joseph D Dillow
Owner: Charles Burdick & Deborah Burdick

Starstruck Heir Apparent CD MX MXJ MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB (D)
By CH Marquis Revolutionary x Starstruck Crown Jewell
Breeder: Rosemarie Williamson
Owner: Gale Sessa

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 4
MACH2 PACH Wingazen Royal Knight CDX RAE MXG MJC MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX OF T2B (D)
By CH Wingazen I Am All Ears x CH Marquis Premonition
Breeder: Carol Morris & Kevin M Ray & Paula Ray
Owner: Susan Cummings

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 11
MACH6 PACH4 Eureka's Here We Go Steeler RE MXS2 MJS2 MXP11 MJP10 MJP2 PAX4 MXP TQX T2B (D)
By CH Joco’s Moonlight Cruise x CH Naken Sugar N Spice
Breeder: Patricia Matevich
Owner: Sally Murray

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 16
CH PACH3 Bloom An Made To Love CDX PCD BN RE AX AXJ MX16 MXPS2 MJPB2 PAX4 OF OP T2B3 (D)
By CH Bloom An’s Maximum Attitude BN RN x Allote Bloom An Center Stage
Breeder: Annette Blomquist & Candace Blomquist
Owner: Judy Edinger

MASTER GOLD AGILITY PREFERRED
NAC CH MACH8 PACH2 StarStruck Sparkle Plenty RN MXC2 MJS3 MXP7 MXPG MJP8 MJPG PAX2 XF (B)
By CH Involo Thousands Cheered x CH MACH5 Blicci’s Sandra Dee MXC MJB2 OF
Breeder/Owner: Andrea Samuels

PREMIER AGILITY DOG SILVER PREFERRED
AGCH MACH21 PACH3 Chinak La Ren On A Whim MXB6 PDG MJB6 MXPS PDSP MJPS PJDP PAX3 FTC2 MF53 (B)
By CH La Ren Chase The Moon x La Ren Chinak Night Winds
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg
Owner: Robin Cohen & Robin Kletke

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER
Checkitout The Jig Is Up At Skytop NAJ NF (D)
By Patuxent’s Looking For Justice x Checkitout Dirt Road Reckoning CDX BN RE NAJ
Breeder: Kelsey Corn & Karyn Corn
Owner: Dresden Graff

Fritz Jagermeister Turner-Trier NA NAJ ACT2 (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Faith Turner-Trier
GCH CH Hallmark's Johannes Theophilus Of Mozart NAJ (D)
By GCHS CH Hallmark's Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart x GCH CH Caprice's X-Tra Special Design
Breeder: Phyllis J Fleming
Owner: Jane Snider

Starstruck Written In The Stars NA NAJ (B)
By CH MACH4 Starstruck Moonshadow Chinak MXC MJB2 NF x CH MACH3 Starstruck Everybody Knows My Name MXG MJG
Breeder: Andrea Samuels
Owner: Maureen Burke & Andrea Samuels

Topflite High Stakes Roulette NAJ (D)
By CH Topflite Merit Tee Time x Narnia At Last You'Ve Come Along NA NAJ
Breeder: Joanie Carl & Sandra L Schumacher & Lorraine E Jensen
Owner: Diane Eggleston

CH Tresor's Rough Roads Beautiful Destinations NA NAJ NF CA CGC TKA (D)
By CH Amoure Beau's Singular Sensation x GCH CH Katelynn Takes Flight Over The Patuxent
Breeder: Lisa Christensen & Chris Christensen
Owner: Darlene Schmucker

OPEN AGILITY JUMPER
Braylor's Astro-Journey Starrynights NA OAJ (D)
By Draco Startyme Twilight Eclipse Of Braylor'S x Braylor's Purple Haze
Breeder: Brandi Renee Bray
Owner: Carolyn S Stephens

Jad's Spice Thyme To Shine RN OA OAJ NF CGCA (B)
By MACH Spice's Jet Around Thyme CD BN RE MXS MJG AXP AJP T2B CGCA CGCU x Jad's Pretty Miss Molly
Breeder: Jo-Anne Dorman
Owner: Ms. Linda Mills

Livewire-Ets Forward Momentum NA OAJ NF (D)
By NAC MACH7 Livewire Its All Gravy MXC2 MJC3 MJP XF T2B SWN x Katurah's Dora OA OAJ NF
Breeder: Laura Mac Ewan
Owner: Mai Thomas & Daneen Fox

Marquis Lucky In Vegas OA OAJ (D)
By CH Vangelis Lord Yazminh x CH Marquis Girls's Night Out
Breeder: Paula Ray & Kevin M Ray & Jessica Isenbarger
Owner: Susan Pierce

Parasol Stille This Girl Is On Fire OA OAJ ACT2 CGC TKN (B)
By CH Diamondsun Dbl Justice Parasol x Diamonsun's Quill Of Enya
Breeder: Dorothy Anderson
Owner: Rita Stille

Pasun's See U At The Finish Line OA OAJ (D)
By CH Domino's Moonlight Escapade RN NA AXJ x A Nights Holy Tara' At Pasuns
Breeder: Donna Bradley
Owner: Jesse Westover

Starstruck A Sky Full Of Stars OA OAJ (B)
By CH MACH4 Starstruck Moonshadow Chinak MXC MJB2 NF x CH MACH3 Starstruck Everybody Knows My Name MXG MJG
Breeder/Owner: Andrea Samuels

GCH CH Steal My Kisses Forussi NA OAJ NF (D)
By Ambassador Forussi x My Fair Lady Forussi
Breeder: K. Forusinscy & B. Forusinscy
Owner: Helena Cynthia Pike & Chelsea Pike

EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER
Aerilee's Kitto Katsu OA AXJ NF (B)
By CH Livewire-Ets Lewd'N Lascivious NAJ x Aerilee's Sparkling Treasure MX MXJ
Breeder: Mrs. Julie Kay Currier
Owner: Mrs. Lindsey Rae Barrows & Mrs. Julie Kay Currier

Fisher OA AXJ NF (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Goretta Nendza

Patuxent's Vibe Makin Me Move NA AXJ OF (B)
By Patuxent's Looking For Justice x CH MACH3 Nightfire's Just Dance MXC MJS2 NF
Breeder: Letty McNulty
Owner: Barbara Litchfield
Runway'S-N-Azurestar's Ever In Your Favor AX AXJ TKI (D)
By GCH CH Draco Runway Triple Threat At Adaugeo x GCH CH Ew's Prima Donna
Breeder: Julia Motega & Alexa Motega
Owner: Jennifer Panattoni

EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER PREFERRED
Kuma Jr. OA OAJ AXP AJP NF NFP (D)
By GCHP CH Involo The King Of Pop x CH Involo Waiting For Tonight
Breeder: Donna G Garofalo & Michael S Garofalo & Gia G Garofalo
Owner: Shoko Kato

Sonata's Moves Like Jagger OA OAJ AJP (D)
By MACH2 Victoria Park Jp Santa Claus MXG MJS x Hundebuden's Quna My Obsession
Breeder: Mary Scesny
Owner: Claudia Scott

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER
Nanken Chantilly MX MXJ (B)
By CH Nanken Moonlight Sonata x Nanken Queen Of Diamonds
Breeder: Nana Ridgeway
Owner: Kathleen Croft

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER
J-Bar Spirit Of The West MX MXJ MJB OF T2B CGC (D)
By GCH CH Mefath's Bailey'S x CH J-Bar Majical Pixie Dust
Breeder: Jennifer Able-Jones
Owner: M Riley Allen

Maximus Petey CD RN MX MXJ MJB XF (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Carole Johnson

Starfall's Goin' For The Gold CD PCD BN RE AX MXJ MJB RATO CGCA TKP (D)
By Starfall's Rio Sky x Starfall's Winter Day
Breeder: Jill E Matthews
Owner: Regina Lynn Edwards

CH Starstruck Oh My Wordl MX MXJ MJB OF (B)
By PNAC CH MACH13 PACH StarStruck Chase The Moon RA MXB4 MJB4 MXP3 MJPB MJPB PAX MXF TQX T2B x GCH CH MACH2 Starstruck Remember My Name MXS MJC
Breeder/Owner: Andrea Samuels

MASTER SILVER JUMPER
Micdic's Singular Sensation CDX RM RAE MX MXJ MJS OF T2B (B)
By CH Okekai Rocket In My Pocket x CH Tambora's Nick Of Time
Breeder: Karen Primrose & Michelle Navarre & Karen Baird
Owner: Nikk Berthold Illias & Bobbie Morgan

Rocyns Qiiper Southerland MX MXJ MJS NF (D)
By CH Shoshana Coat Of Many Colors x CH Rocyn's Southern Belle
Breeder: Cynthia Springer
Owner: Dana Elmore

CH MACH Sonata's Sail Me On A Silver Sun MXS MJS (D)
By MACH2 Victoria Park Jp Santa Claus MXG MJS x Hundebuden's Quna My Obsession
Breeder/Owner: Mary Scesny

MASTER GOLD JUMPER
East Bound And Down Watch Ol Bandit Run MX MXS MXJ MJG OF T2B2 (D)
By CH Xanadu's Joy To The World x Trixie Girl Of My Dreams
Breeder: Brenda Ramsby
Owner: Melinda Sanford

MACH2 Nankan That Winning Spirit PCD BN RE MXG MJG MXF T2B (D)
By CH Nankan Seven's Little Dickens x Liberty's Calibrated Down
Breeder: Nana Ridgeway & Chris Jackson
Owner: Sally Murray

MASTER CENTURY JUMPER
MACH Black Mountain Makin' Trax MXS MJC XF T2B TKA (B)
By MACH Livewire Espiritu Primo MXB MJB MXF TQX x Black Mountain Picture Perfect
Breeder: Alice M Blazer
Owner: Marie Wickhorst
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MACH4 Road's End Abracadabra MXG MJC T2B2 (B)
By Tiger Man Vom Cavalierchen x Ponda's Vroni
Velvet Vampire
Breeder: Antje Kromberg Dunmire
Owner: Brenda B Kautz

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER 2
GCH CH MACH2 A Nights Coyote Joe RN MXC MJB2
XF T2B CGC TKN (D)
By CH Blairwynn Tuinluv Sky's The Limit x GCH CH
Springhill Red Jewel RN
Breeder: Judy K Dunn & Carrie L Blair & Duane E
Dunn
Owner: Judy Dunn & Duane Dunn

MACH4 Copella Salatino Hi Xplosive RN MXC MJB2
MXF T2B CGC (D)
By GCHP CH Copella's Rising Attraction x CH Salatino
Mini Jupe Serree
Breeder: Paula Cox & Claudio Sornati & Rochester
Oliveira
Owner: Chris Sanks

CH MACH3 Wildfire The Sorcerer's Apprentice MXG
PAD MJB2 PJD MFS TQX T2B3 (D)
By CH L'Ete Cadaga The Sorcerer x Starfleet Santana
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Nancy DaCosta

MASTER GOLD JUMPER 2
MACH5 Starstruck Chinak On The Night Shift MXB2
PAD MJG2 PJD MF5 TQX T2B3 (D)
By PNAC CH MACH13 PACH StarStruck Chase The
Moon RA MXB4 MJF3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX
MXF TQX T2B x La Ren Chinak Night Winds
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg & Andrea Samuels
Owner: Deborah Hunt & Alissa Hunt

MASTER CENTURY JUMPER 2
MACH4 Wildcard Gold Standard MXS2 MJC2 NF (D)
By CH Golden Leafs Vision x CH Majestic Joy Quest
For Gold
Breeder: Stacy Newton & Rita L Koy & Zachary L
Newton
Owner: John Gooldy & Ida Gooldy & Zachary L
Newton

MASTER CENTURY JUMPER 3
MACH9 Valentine's Firefly MXS3 MJC3 (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Terri Valentine

MASTER GOLD JUMPER 5
MACH15 Paragon's Lone Star Runner MXS5 MJG5
FTC1 MFG2 TQX T2B9 (D)
By MACH Livewire Espiritu Primo MXB MJB MXF TQX
x Paragon's Naughty Dream NA NAJ OAP OJP NF
Breeder: Erich J Simon & Wanda Simon
Owner: Carole Cribbs

MACH11 Primavera's Sweet Baby James MXS4
MJG5 MXF T2B4 (D)
By CH Asia Primavera Rapier Wit x Primaveras Ithil
Breeder: Maxine J Gurin & Richard L Bauer
Owner: Eileen Ewins

MASTER SILVER JUMPER 6
MACH21 Cilloette Jumpin' Zak Flash MXC5 MJG6 OF
T2B (D)
By CH Cilloette Tell Me A Secret x Cilloette Hpnotiq
Breeder: Roseann Fucillo
Owner: Kathleen Kreider & Larry Kreider

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED
MACH Livewire Goes Both Ways MXB MJ5 MJP (D)
By NAC MACH7 Livewire Its All Gravy MXC2 MJC3
MJF T2B SWN x Dundee's Fancy This
Breeder: Francine P Herman & Julie Sandoval &
Daneen Fox
Owner: Daneen Fox & Allison Davisson

MACH3 Tiny T Miss Wild Child MXG MJC MXP MJP
CGC (B)
By Happy Harlekin Vom Cavalierchen x Gypsy Doll T
Breeder: Sally A Howard & Jerry Howard
Owner: Lisa Braun

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 2
Playtyme's Bella Boo Bingham AX MXJ MJP2 T2B (B)
By Tallis Beaux Of Monarch x Savanah's Secret Is Out
Breeder: Julie DeCroix
Owner: Constance Bingham
MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 3
Wingssong Autumn Song BN MXP2 MXPB MJP3 MJPB CGC (B)
By CH Wingssong Alydar x CH Wingssong Wild At Heart
Breeder: Pat Jones & Chris Jones
Owner: Vera J Nyberg

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 4
Kilees Haley Grace AX MXJ MXP2 MXPB MJP4 MJPB (B)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Elizabeth A. Weaver

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 6
AGCH MACH21 PACH2 Chinak La Ren On A Whim MXB6 PDG MJB6 PJG MXPS PDAP MJP6 MJPS PJP2 PAX2 (B)
By CH La Ren Chase The Moon x La Ren Chinak Night Winds
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg
Owner: Robin Cohen & Robin Kletke

PREMIER JUMPERS DOG
CH MACH7 Chinak Starstruck Bolt Of Magic MXG2 MJC2 PJD XF T2B7 RATO CGC (D)
By PNAC CH MACH13 PACH StarStruck Chase The Moon RA MXB4 MJB4 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX MXF TQX T2B x Steneko's Walls Of Jericho
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg & Andrea Samuels
Owner: Michael Chester & Donna Chester

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 29
GCH CH AGCH MACH25 PACH12 Pinpaps Little Bit Of Bling MXB7 MJC7 MXP28 MXPG3 PADP MJP29 MJPG3 PJ (D)
By CH Tonnerre's Butterfly Fantasy x CH Pinpap's Pride N Joy Of Titian
Breeder: Claudia Clark & Larry Clark
Owner: Robin Cohen & Robin Kletke

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER PREFERRED
MACH5 New Horizon King Of Cool MXB2 MJS2 MXP MJP2 MJPB XF (D)
By Candella Hotlanta Harry x CH New Horizon Dance Crazy
Breeder: Robert Pili & Renee Pili
Owner: Arlene Collins & Renee Pili

PREMIER JUMPERS DOG SILVER PREFERRED
AGCH MACH21 PACH3 Chinak La Ren On A Whim MXB6 PDG MJB6 PJG MXPS PDSP MJPS PJSP PAX3 FTC2 MF53 (B)
By CH La Ren Chase The Moon x La Ren Chinak Night Winds
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg
Owner: Robin Cohen & Robin Kletke

AGILITY FAST NOVICE
A & A’s Brewed To Perkfection NF (B)
By D’Vine’s Loyal Bounty Hunter CGC x A & A’s Dancing On The Wind
Breeder: Ava Engel
Owner: Ms. Denise D Brandenburg-Morris

Aerilee's Kitto Katsu NA OAJ NF (B)
By CH Livewire-Ets Lewd’N Lascivious NAJ x Aerilee's Sparkling Treasure MX MXI
Breeder: Mrs. Julie Kay Currier
Owner: Mrs. Lindsey Rae Barrows & Mrs. Julie Kay Currier

Braylor's Astro-Journey Starrynights NA OAJ NF (D)
By Draco Startyme Twilight Eclipse Of Braylor’S x Braylor’s Purple Haze
Breeder: Brandi Renee Bray
Owner: Carolyn S Stephens

Frankie Cergnul AX AXJ NF (D)
By Jetts Away x Little Miss Fabulous Febie
Breeder: Kimberly Genna
Owner: Jacqueline Cergnul

Parasol Foxy Lady NF (B)
By CH Diamondsun Dbl Justice Parasol x Diamonsun’s Quill Of Enya
Breeder: Dorothy Anderson
Owner: Eileen Ewins

Parasol Stille This Girl Is On Fire OA OAJ NF ACT2 CGC TKN (B)
By CH Diamondsun Dbl Justice Parasol x Diamonsun’s Quill Of Enya
Breeder: Dorothy Anderson
Owner: Rita Stille
AGILITY FAST NOVICE PREFERRED
Kuma Jr. OA OAJ AXP AJP NF NFP (D)
By GCCHP CH Involo The King Of Pop x CH Involo
Waiting For Tonight
Breeder: Donna G Garofalo & Michael S Garofalo & Gia G Garofalo
Owner: Shoko Kato

AGILITY FAST OPEN
Clearlake Jack B Nimble Jack B Quick RN AX AXJ OF CGC TKN (D)
By GCCHG CH Lafford Fly Me Too Farleysbane x GCH CH Clearlake Cootoojte
Breeder: Elyse Vandermolen
Owner: Susan Lynn Plaiss

Fisher OA AXJ OF (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Goretta Nendza

Sage Aloha Kaipo Papillon OA AXJ OF (B)
By CH Makalea’s Midnight Dancer x Makalea’s Irish Mist
Breeder: Anthony Delicata & Debra Delicata & Mary Ann Hillyard
Owner: Pamela Garrison & H Ray Starling

CH Starstruck Laugh It Up! AX AXJ OF (D)
By CH MACH4 Starstruck Moonshadow Chinak MXC MJB2 NF x CH MACH3 Starstruck Everybody Knows My Name MXG MJG
Breeder: Andrea Samuels
Owner: Arlene G Collins & Andrea Samuels

AGILITY FAST OPEN PREFERRED
Kuma Jr. OA OAJ AXP AJP NF OFP (D)
By GCCHP CH Involo The King Of Pop x CH Involo
Waiting For Tonight
Breeder: Donna G Garofalo & Michael S Garofalo & Gia G Garofalo
Owner: Shoko Kato

AGILITY FAST EXCELLENT
Black Mountain Far And Away MX MXJ XF TKA (B)
By MACH Livewire Espritu Primo MXB MJB MXF TQX x Black Mountain With Wild Abandon
Breeder: Alice M Blazer
Owner: Ms. Marie Wickhorst

MACH4 Sanatas Crazy Little Thing VCD2 BN RN MXS2 MGJ2 XF T2B2 (B)
By Diamondsun’s Beyond Reality OA OAJ OAP OJP x Hundebuden’s Quna My Obsession
Breeder: Mary Scesny
Owner: Judy K Pawson

AGILITY FAST EXCELLENT PREFERRED
Dollar Bar’s Taxi Meter Running OAP AJP XFP CGC TKN (D)
By GCH CH Tallis Pepper & Spice CD BN RN x Starfleet Violet Nebula
Breeder: Deborah Schenck
Owner: Nancye Scalamandre & Jack Bandel

AGILITY MASTER FAST EXCELLENT
MACH5 Starstruck Chinak On The Night Shift MXB2 PAD MJS2 PJD MXF T2B (D)
By PNAC CH MACH13 PACH StarStruck Chase The Moon RA MXB4 MJB4 MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX MXF TQX T2B x La Ren Chinak Night Winds
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg & Andrea Samuels
Owner: Deborah Hunt & Alissa Hunt

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION
MACH World War Z MXB MJB NF CGC TKN (D)
By GCH CH Copella Creating Chaos x CH Copella Here Comes Trouble
Breeder: Ashley Grissom & Shirley Horn
Owner: Judy Ramsey

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 3
MACH3 Forevr Really The One MXG MJC (D)
By CH Forevr The Real Macoy x Forevr Celestial Serinade
Breeder: Danny R Ford II & Ruth Ann Ford
Owner: Linda Bolotin

CH MACH3 Johtina’s Ambrosia MXG MGJ2 XF T2B (B)
By Haremets Snowball x Johtina’s Sunflower Of June
Breeder: Anita Jonsson
Owner: Lisa Pertile
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 11
MACH11 Primavera's Sweet Baby James MXS4
MJG5 MXF T2B4 (D)
By CH Asia Primavera Rapier Wit x Primaveras Ithil
Breeder: Maxine J Gurin & Richard L Bauer
Owner: Eileen Ewins

PREFERRED AGILITY CHAMPION 3
AGCH MACH21 PACH3 Chinak La Ren On A Whim
MXB6 PDG MJB6 PJG MXPS PADP MJPS PJDP PAX3
FTC2 MF53 (B)
By CH La Ren Chase The Moon x La Ren Chinak Night Winds
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg
Owner: Robin Cohen & Robin Kletke

PREFERRED AGILITY EXCELLENT
Wingssong Autumn Song BN MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX CGC (B)
By CH Wingssong Alydar x CH Wingssong Wild At Heart
Breeder: Pat Jones & Chris Jones
Owner: Vera J Nyberg

PREFERRED AGILITY EXCELLENT 3
AGCH MACH21 PACH3 Chinak La Ren On A Whim
MXB6 PDG MJB6 PJG MXPS PADP MJPS PJDP PAX3
FTC2 MF53 (B)
By CH La Ren Chase The Moon x La Ren Chinak Night Winds
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg
Owner: Robin Cohen & Robin Kletke

TIME 2 BEAT
Livewire- Ets Allegro Con Brio MX MXJ MB T2B (B)
By NAC MACH7 Livewire Its All Gravy MXC2 MJC3 MJP XF T2B SWN x Livewire Dundee Wham Bam Thank You Mam
Breeder: Daneen Fox & Julie Sandoval
Owner: Judy Whitehead & Daneen Fox

TIME 2 BEAT 2
MACH Denzel Clowning Around CD PCD BN RE MXS MJX XF T2B2 SCN RATS CGCA TKP (D)
By CH Denzel Tomfoolery x Denzel Come Sail Away
Breeder: Tracy Burdick
Owner: Regina Edwards

TIME 2 BEAT 3
Way To Go's Take A Chance On Me RN MX MXB
MXJ MJB XF T2B3 CGC TKN (D)
By CH Namaste Napoleon Dynamite x Farleys D Danica At Waytogo
Breeder: Harold Hannon
Owner: Catharine E Bishop

TIME 2 BEAT PREFERRED 3
MACH PACH Wildfire's Quick Ride MXS MJC MXP4 MXPB MJPS PAX XF T2B8 T2BP3 (D)
By CH L'Ete Cadaga Makin' Me Crazy x CH Wildfire On A Roll
Breeder: Angela S Pickett
Owner: Gina Reed

BCAT
Micfriends Chimera Monstra BCAT (D)
By CH Micfriends I Wil x GCH CH Micfriends PearlyEverlasting
Breeder: Michelle Navarre & Richard Navarre & Steve Baird & Karen Baird
Owner: Juniper Zen

Pinkribbon A Kiss For Courage BCAT (B)
By CH Bluechip Bringing Sexy Back x Bluechip Sweet Little Kiss
Breeder: Olga Gagne & Nadine J Livingston
Owner: Victoria Ellery

SCENT WORK CONTAINER NOVICE
MACH3 Livewire Zen Master RN MXC MJ OF T2B SWN (D)
By CH Wise's Little Big Man x Livewire Dundee Wham Bam Thank You Mam
Breeder: Daneen Fox & Julie Sandoval & Francine P Herman
Owner: Sharon Kihara

SCENT WORK INTERIOR NOVICE
MACH3 Livewire Zen Master RN MXC MJ OF T2B SWN (D)
By CH Wise's Little Big Man x Livewire Dundee Wham Bam Thank You Mam
Breeder: Daneen Fox & Julie Sandoval & Francine P Herman
Owner: Sharon Kihara
SCENT WORK EXTERIOR NOVICE
NAC MACH7 Livewire Its All Gravy MXC2 MJC3 MJP XF T2B SWN (D)
By MACH2 Coor’s Espiritu Hermoso CDX MXS MJG OF x Adfam’s Tearin’ It Up AX MXJ
Breeder/Owner: Daneen Fox

MACH3 Livewire Zen Master RN MXC MJC OF T2B SWN (D)
By CH Wise’s Little Big Man x Livewire Dundee Wham Bam Thank You Mam
Breeder: Daneen Fox & Julie Sandoval & Francine P Herman
Owner: Sharon Kihara

SCENT WORK BURIED NOVICE
MACH3 Livewire Zen Master RN MXC MJC OF T2B SWN (D)
By CH Wise’s Little Big Man x Livewire Dundee Wham Bam Thank You Mam
Breeder: Daneen Fox & Julie Sandoval & Francine P Herman
Owner: Sharon Kihara

SCENT WORK NOVICE
NAC MACH7 Livewire Its All Gravy MXC2 MJC3 MJP XF T2B SWN (D)
By MACH2 Coor’s Espiritu Hermoso CDX MXS MJG OF x Adfam’s Tearin’ It Up AX MXJ
Breeder/Owner: Daneen Fox

MACH3 Livewire Zen Master RN MXC MJC OF T2B SWN (D)
By CH Wise’s Little Big Man x Livewire Dundee Wham Bam Thank You Mam
Breeder: Daneen Fox & Julie Sandoval & Francine P Herman
Owner: Sharon Kihara

SCENT WORK CONTAINER ADVANCED
Fashionista By Monarch BN SCA (B)
By Monarch’s Jumping The Gun x D’Vine’s On The Edge Of Glory
Breeder: Margie Riccomini
Owner: Miss Norine Nieman

CANINE GOOD CITIZEN
D’Vine’s Loyal Bounty Hunter CGC (D)
By GCH CH Shogun’s Prince Of Mayhem On Silkwings x D’Vine’s Girls Just Wanna Have Fun
Breeder: Niki Fuhr
Owner: Ms. Amy Engel

GCHS CH Domino’s Pandemonium CGC (B)
By CH Joco’s Simon Says Strike A Pose x CH Domino’s Catch A Moonbeam
Breeder: Laura Temperato & Leona G Domino & Charlotte Johnson
Owner: Laura Temperato & Elyse Vandermolen

Hercule Huey Poirot Rogers CGC (D)
By CH Proton Laurettisza x Marthas Majestic Abigail
Breeder: Martha Mahoney
Owner: Mrs. Marla Rogers

CANINE GOOD CITIZEN URBAN
Elliot CGCA CGCU (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Susan Cross

Melissa-Meilyn V. Rotmonten CGCA CGCU (B)
By Denemore Addictive Rhythm x Contessa Cosima V. Rotmonten
Breeder: Erika Bolt
Owner: Kenneth Mattson

TRICK DOG NOVICE
Ben Waitin On A Friend RE NJP CA RATN CGC TKN (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Cheryl Cardwell

Manolo Vom Schwabenhof TKN (D)
By Golden Thing’s Gary Glitter x Shakira Von Der Seseke
Breeder: Marlies Weber
Owner: Rhonda Dalton & Joe Dalton

Marrics Red Adare CGC TKN (D)
By CH Myway’s Solo Of The Night Ph x Serenglade Daring Dora
Breeder: Marcy Wyrens
Owner: Ginger Tierney & Marcy Wyrens
**Nightfire's Fight To Win RE BCAT DN CGC TKN (D)**
By Best Bendzamin Night Dream x Nightfire's One For Winning
Breeder: Yvonne Weber
Owner: Maria Oehler

**Renaissance Riversedge Maine Magic RN TKN (B)**
By GCH CH Menine's Kasperito x Jasione's Renaissance She's A Keepah RE
Breeder: Rebecca Henderson
Owner: Pam Hawkins & Rebecca Henderson

**Sherjak's Renaissance Man Of Pyragon CD RE CGC TKN (D)**
By CH Pieridae Mercers Shining Star x Brookfield-Sherjak's Babette
Breeder: Sherrie Puzak & James E Puzak
Owner: Rhonda Dalton & Sherrie Puzak

**GCHB CH Starsign's Nothing Meek About Me CGC TKN (D)**
By Starsign's Flolin I Shot The Sheriff x Canisphere's Yes I Can
Breeder: Patty Gemmill
Owner: Patti Wilson

**TRICK DOG INTERMEDIATE**
**Belladonna's Bounding Spirit BN RN NA NAJ CGC TKI (D)**
By Merrymaker Wiseguy Of Newtopaz x Belladonna's Rootin Tootin Trixter
Breeder: Ms. Kerri Pettey
Owner: Carol Falleur

**Renaissance Riversedge Maine Magic RN TKI (B)**
By GCH CH Menine's Kasperito x Jasione's Renaissance She's A Keepah RE
Breeder: Rebecca Henderson
Owner: Pam Hawkins & Rebecca Henderson

**Runway'S-N-Azurestar's Ever In Your Favor OA OAJ TKI (D)**
By GCH CH Draco Runway Triple Threat At Adaugo x GCH CH Ew's Prima Donna
Breeder: Julia Motega & Alexa Motega
Owner: Jennifer Panattoni

**TRICK DOG ADVANCED**
**Belladonna's Bounding Spirit BN RN NA NAJ CGC TKA (D)**
By Merrymaker Wiseguy Of Newtopaz x Belladonna's Rootin Tootin Trixter
Breeder: Ms. Kerri Pettey
Owner: Carol Falleur

**MACH Braylor's Rowdy Good Times MXB MJS NF T2B CGC TKA (D)**
By Braylor’s Reign Of Terror x Braylor’s Mystic Moonlight
Breeder: Brandi Renee Bray
Owner: Jennifer Lynn Panattoni

**Primrose Of Avonlea CGC TKA (B)**
By Caprice N Wallpapers Boy Of Summer x Princess Of Rocky Top
Breeder: Jessica Klawitter
Owner: Megan Bobin

**TRICK DOG PERFORMER**
**MACH PACH Braylor’s Big Bang RN MXB MJS MXP3 MXPB MJPS PAX OF OFP TKP (D)**
By Braylor’s Reign Of Terror x Braylor’s Cast An Illusion
Breeder: Brandi Renee Bray
Owner: Ms. Laura Simonelli

**MACH Braylor’s Rowdy Good Times MXB MJS NF T2B CGC TKP (D)**
By Braylor’s Reign Of Terror x Braylor’s Mystic Moonlight
Breeder: Brandi Renee Bray
Owner: Jennifer Lynn Panattoni

**STUNT DOG PROFESSIONAL**
**GCH CH Marrics Pirates Treasure AX MXJ XF SDPRO TKP (D)**
By CH Marrics Up And Down The Boulevard x GCHS CH Lilly's Strawberry Fields
Breeder: Marcy Wyrens
Owner: Mary Hostetter & Marcy Wyrens